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Reading Journal: Diary for Book Lovers
International Reading Assoc.
Readers Journal : Diary For Book Lovers is a place
for you to read, record and remember. It's the
perfect journal for keeping a history of the books you
have read and want to read all in one place.This
readers journal will be a pleasure to fill out with a
great reading quote on each page and separate
sections for recording a plethora of information
about the books you have read. There's categories for
over 100 individual books with room for recording
the Book Title, Author, Genre, Publisher, Date

Published, Date you started to read the book, Date
you finished the book, how you found out about the
book, the number of pages and lots more.There's also
a 5 star system for you to rate how good you thought
the book was as well as prompts for writing about
your most memorable paragraph and quotes, what
you have learned by reading the book and a notes
section too.At the back of the book is a book
management section for you to record information
about the books you have borrowed and loaned and
also some blank pages for you to keep additional
information about your books.Measuring 6" x 9" it's a
good portable size for carrying with you when you go
to the bookstore so you can cross reference and
ensure you don't buy duplicate books.With an ID
section at the front so you never lose it, this is a
complete all-in-one reading resource, it would also
make a great gift for book lovers who would benefit
from keeping track of all their literary conquests.

Read, Remember, Recommend for Teens
Turtleback Books

From Jane Austen to John Steinbeck to Don
Delilo to Danielle Steel, this book offers a
detailed and comprehensive resource
revealing fascinating facts about the authors
you love, along with great introductions to
authors you've yet to read.
Passionate Learners Scholastic
Professional
A Book Lover's Journal (8.5"x11"):
Collect the books you have read or
want to read in your own custom
journal or make a great gift. Record
and review in detail 120 of your
favorite books With special
dedication page at the beginning
Create your own, custom index
Motivational checklists for reading
26 or 52 books in 52 weeks Special
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section to record books you want to
read next A separated section to
record books you have read Several
pages to note your favorite author
A log to checkmark books bought,
borrowed, lent, and given Over 30
inspirational quotes about books and
reading Flexible soft cover and
glossy finish Made with the help of
a creative book lover's community!
Extra-large pre-made journal with
soft cover for passionate book
lovers, bloggers, readers and
reviewers. Now you can turn your
reading into an exciting experience.
Details: OPTIMAL GIFT IDEA
Whether you love reading books as
a hobby, or you are a professional
book reviewer, with "A Book
Lover's Journal" you can take your
reading adventure to the next level.
It also makes a great gift for
parents, children, and friends.
SPACIOUS BOOK RECORD PAGES
120 pages for specific book
information provide plenty of room
to record details of your fiction or
non-fiction work. Under the book

title you can record also information
about series, author, genre, year,
pages, rating, date read, memorable
quotes including page number,
space for special vocabulary,
personal notes, and take away
ideas. This also helps when you
decide to write a proper review and
want to accurately talk about how
you felt about it. You won't have to
flip through the book for every
single thing you want to mention or
remember for the review. At the
bottom of the book detail page you
can mark where you have reviewed
the book (Amazon, Goodreads,
Librarything or other) and also rate
the book. CREATIVE & LOVELY
Structured book information meets
creative design: Romantic
typography and design elements on
the dark red cover and inside enrich
the journal book. Over 30
inspirational quotes about books and
reading further enhance the user
experience. Special feature:
Attractive dedication page included
(ideal for gift giving or sharing)

CLEAR & CONCISE Clear structure
and easy orientation thanks to a
table of contents in the beginning
and individually designed index
pages. This allows you to access
your book information at lightning
speed and you'll always find what
you are looking for. LIFELONG
LEARNING Motivational checklists
will challenge you to read 26 or (for
the more ambitious) 52 books in a
year. Expand your reading life with
optional mini challenges which will
help to build internal motivation,
confidence, discipline, and
willpower. This is an incredibly
powerful tool that allows you to
constantly keep learning about
topics that interest you. BOOKS
YOU WANT TO READ NEXT Your
go-to resource to plan and jot down
titles you want to consume next and
taking notes! With this "Never
Ending Reading List" keeping track
of your future book adventures was
never easier. Of course, you can do
this online as well, but it's nice to
have a paperback if you can't get
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online. BOOKS YOU HAVE READ
AT A GLANCE In this section you
can easily memorialize the books
and their authors you have read
(but not reviewed in detail) and
never forget about them. YOUR
FAVORITE AUTHORS Finally, a
place to list your favorite authors
whose books you can absolutely not
wait to read. BOOKS BOUGHT,
BORROWED, LENT, AND GIVEN
Record book title/author and mark
in a checklist if and when you have
it borrowed, lent, or given. PICK UP
YOUR COPY NOW!
A Book Lover's Journal Crown
Designed for passionate readers, this
guided journal is for real book lovers who
want to track their reading life. Perfect as a
working tool for book club members. It
comes with plenty of space to write down
the book title, author, characters, plot
summary and memorable quotes and
more. You can record the books you have
lent or borrowed as well as your favorite
books or your book bucket list. With its
consecutively numbered directory you can
easily keep tracking your book reading
passion. This generously sized logbook

(8x10") can be also a perfect working tool
for bloggers, podcasters or book sellers.
Share it with your book club or other book
lovers you know, a list of questions to start
a discussion is included. The beautifully
designed glossy soft cover makes it also
the perfect gift or present for any occasion.
- space for 100 numbered book reviews - a
numbered directory -&
A Book Lover's Journal Yale
University Press
The author of A History of
Reading shares the results of
his reading diary--notes kept
on travel, public and private
happenings, and
relationships--all inspired
or illuminated by his copious
reading. Reprint.
Journal for Book Club Members
Heinemann Educational Books
Provides teachers with a
method to help students
develop into passionate, life-
long readers.
Readers Journal : Diary for
Book Lovers. Read, Record,
Remember! Routledge
A Book Lover's Journal: Collect

the books you have read or want
to read in your own custom
journal or make a great gift.
Record and review in detail 120
of your favorite books With
special dedication page at the
beginning Create your own,
custom index Motivational
checklists for reading 26 or 52
books in 52 weeks Special
section to record books you
want to read next A separated
section to record books you
have read Several pages to note
your favorite author A log to
checkmark books bought,
borrowed, lent, and given Over
30 inspirational quotes about
books and reading Flexible soft
cover and glossy finish Made
with the help of a creative
book lover's community! Pre-
made journal in pocket size
with soft cover for passionate
book lovers, bloggers, readers
and reviewers. Now you can turn
your reading into an exciting
experience. Details: OPTIMAL
GIFT IDEA Whether you love
reading books as a hobby, you
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blog about books or you are a
professional reviewer, with "A
Book Lover's Journal" you can
take your reading adventure to
the next level. It also makes a
great gift for relatives, and
friends. SPACIOUS BOOK RECORD
PAGES 120 pages for specific
book information provide plenty
of room to record details of
your fiction or non-fiction
work. Under the book title you
can record also information
about series, author, genre,
year, pages, rating, date read,
memorable quotes including page
number, space for special
vocabulary, personal notes, and
take away ideas. This also
helps when you decide to write
a proper review and want to
accurately talk about how you
felt about it. You won't have
to flip through the book for
every single thing you want to
remember for the review. At the
bottom of the book detail page
you can mark where you have
reviewed the book (Amazon,
Goodreads, Librarything or

other) and also rate the book.
CREATIVE & LOVELY Structured
book information meets creative
design: Art Nouveau typography
and design elements on the
yellow William Morris cover
enrich the journal book. Over
30 inspirational quotes about
books and reading further
enhance the user experience.
Special feature: Attractive
dedication page included (ideal
for gift giving or sharing)
CLEAR & CONCISE Clear structure
and easy orientation thanks to
a table of contents in the
beginning and individually
designed index pages. This
allows you to access your book
information at lightning speed
and you'll always find what you
are looking for. LIFELONG
LEARNING Motivational
checklists will challenge you
to read 26 or (for the more
ambitious) 52 books in a year.
Expand your reading life with
optional mini challenges which
will help to build internal
motivation, confidence, and

willpower. An incredibly
powerful tool that allows you
to constantly keep learning
about topics that interest you.
BOOKS YOU WANT TO READ NEXT
Your go-to resource to plan and
jot down titles you want to
consume next and taking notes!
With this "Never Ending Reading
List" keeping track of your
future book adventures was
never easier. Of course, you
can do this online as well, but
it's nice to have a paperback
if you can't get online. BOOKS
YOU HAVE READ AT A GLANCE In
this section you can easily
memorialize the books and their
authors you have read (but not
reviewed in detail) and never
forget about them. YOUR
FAVORITE AUTHORS Finally, a
place to list your favorite
authors whose books you can
absolutely not wait to read.
BOOKS BOUGHT, BORROWED, LENT,
AND GIVEN Record book
title/author and mark in a
checklist if and when you have
it borrowed, lent, or given.
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PICK UP YOUR JOURNAL NOW!

A Passion for Print Penguin
A Book Lover's Journal:
Collect the books you have
read or want to read in your
own custom journal or make a
great gift. Record and review
in detail 120 of your
favorite books With special
dedication page at the
beginning Create your own,
custom index Motivational
checklists for reading 26 or
52 books in 52 weeks Special
section to record books you
want to read next A separated
section to record books you
have read Several pages to
note your favorite author A
log to checkmark books
bought, borrowed, lent, and
given Over 30 inspirational
quotes about books and
reading Flexible soft cover
and glossy finish Made with
the help of a creative book
lover's community!
Convenient, pocket-size pre-

made journal with soft cover
for passionate book lovers,
bloggers, readers and
reviewers. Now you can turn
your reading into an exciting
experience. Details: OPTIMAL
GIFT IDEA Whether you love
reading books as a hobby, you
blog about books or you are a
professional reviewer, with
"A Book Lover's Journal" you
can take your reading
adventure to the next level.
It also makes a great gift
for relatives, and friends.
SPACIOUS BOOK RECORD PAGES
120 pages for specific book
information provide plenty of
room to record details of
your fiction or non-fiction
work. Under the book title
you can record also
information about series,
author, genre, year, pages,
rating, date read, memorable
quotes including page number,
space for special vocabulary,
personal notes, and take away

ideas. This also helps when
you decide to write a proper
review and want to accurately
talk about how you felt about
it. You won't have to flip
through the book for every
single thing you want to
remember for the review. At
the bottom of the book detail
page you can mark where you
have reviewed the book
(Amazon, Goodreads,
Librarything or other) and
also rate the book. CREATIVE
& LOVELY Structured book
information meets creative
design: Art Nouveau
typography and William Morris
design cover enrich the
journal book. Over 30
inspirational quotes about
books and reading further
enhance the user experience.
Special feature: Attractive
dedication page included
(ideal for gift giving or
sharing) CLEAR & CONCISE
Clear structure and easy
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orientation thanks to a table
of contents in the beginning
and individually designed
index pages. This allows you
to access your book
information at lightning
speed and you'll always find
what you are looking for.
LIFELONG LEARNING
Motivational checklists will
challenge you to read 26 or
(for the more ambitious) 52
books in a year. Expand your
reading life with optional
mini challenges which will
help to build internal
motivation, confidence, and
willpower. An incredibly
powerful tool that allows you
to constantly keep learning
about topics that interest
you. BOOKS YOU WANT TO READ
NEXT Your go-to resource to
plan and jot down titles you
want to consume next and
taking notes! With this
"Never Ending Reading List"
keeping track of your future

book adventures was never
easier. Of course, you can do
this online as well, but it's
nice to have a paperback if
you can't get online. BOOKS
YOU HAVE READ AT A GLANCE In
this section you can easily
memorialize the books and
their authors you have read
(but not reviewed in detail)
and never forget about them.
YOUR FAVORITE AUTHORS
Finally, a place to list your
favorite authors whose books
you can absolutely not wait
to read. BOOKS BOUGHT,
BORROWED, LENT, AND GIVEN
Record book title/author and
mark in a checklist if and
when you have it borrowed,
lent, or given. PICK UP YOUR
JOURNAL NOW!
A Book Lover's Journal Stenhouse
Publishers
"A book is a dream that you hold
in your hand." - Neil GaimanIt is
very easy to get bogged down in
the reality of life. But if you
are an avid reader, you have the

ability to escape reality, and
transport yourself into your
imagination!Often it is difficult
for passionate readers to remember
the details of the many books they
have read.But not anymore!This
Reading Journal for Avid Readers
is essential for any true book
lover!The purpose of the Reading
Journal for Avid Readers is to
help you take a quick look back at
the books you have read, and know
exactly what you loved (or didn't
love!) about them.The Reading
Journal for Avid Readers will help
you: * See, at a glance, which
books you loved* Quickly choose
the stories you would love to
escape into again* Avoid re-
reading the books you didn't
enjoy* Give recommendations to
other book lovers at a quick
glance* And most importantly,
remember the broad details of
every book you read!This
deceptively-simple reading journal
will help you become a much more
organized book lover, and will
help you easily revisit the
characters and stories you loved
in the past.No "fluff," no
"extras," just the essentials to
help you see the best in your
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books!* Convenient and manageable
6x9 inch size* 108 crisp, white,
high-quality pages* Soft, glossy
cover* Table of Contents and
numbered entries to find your
thoughts on a book quickly and
easily* Two page spread for each
book you read* Distinct sections
to note what you loved and didn't
love about each book* Star-based
rating system to critique each
book* Yes/No section to see
quickly if you would want to read
a particular book again* Can be
used for all of your books, or
designate a separate Reading
Journal for Avid Readers for each
of your favorite authors!* Perfect
gift for any book lover or avid
reader, from teen to adult!Use
this Reading Journal for Avid
Readers for eery book you read to
help you keep track of all of your
favorites!

The Passion of Dolssa Sh'shares
Network
A Book Lover's Journal: Collect
the books you have read or want
to read in your own custom
journal or make a great gift.
Record and review in detail 120
of your favorite books With

special dedication page at the
beginning Create your own,
custom index Motivational
checklists for reading 26 or 52
books in 52 weeks Special
section to record books you
want to read next A separated
section to record books you
have read Several pages to note
your favorite author A log to
checkmark books bought,
borrowed, lent, and given Over
30 inspirational quotes about
books and reading Flexible soft
cover and glossy finish Made
with the help of a creative
book lover's community! Extra-
large pre-made journal with
soft cover for passionate book
lovers, bloggers, readers and
reviewers. Now you can turn
your reading into an exciting
experience. Details: OPTIMAL
GIFT IDEA Whether you love
reading books as a hobby, you
blog about books or you are a
professional book reviewer,
with "A Book Lover's Journal"
you can take your reading
adventure to the next level. It

also makes a great gift for
parents, children, and friends.
SPACIOUS BOOK RECORD PAGES 120
pages for specific book
information provide plenty of
room to record details of your
fiction or non-fiction work.
Under the book title you can
record also information about
series, author, genre, year,
pages, rating, date read,
memorable quotes including page
number, space for special
vocabulary, personal notes, and
take away ideas. This also
helps when you decide to write
a proper review and want to
accurately talk about how you
felt about it. You won't have
to flip through the book for
every single thing you want to
mention or remember for the
review. At the bottom of the
book detail page you can mark
where you have reviewed the
book (Amazon, Goodreads,
Librarything or other) and also
rate the book. CREATIVE &
LOVELY Structured book
information meets creative
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design: Golden typography and
minimalist design elements on
the black cover and inside
enrich the journal book. Over
30 inspirational quotes about
books and reading further
enhance the user experience.
Special feature: Attractive
dedication page included (ideal
for gift giving or sharing)
CLEAR & CONCISE Clear structure
and easy orientation thanks to
a table of contents in the
beginning and individually
designed index pages. This
allows you to access your book
information at lightning speed
and you'll always find what you
are looking for. LIFELONG
LEARNING Motivational
checklists will challenge you
to read 26 or (for the more
ambitious) 52 books in a year.
Expand your reading life with
optional mini challenges which
will help to build internal
motivation, confidence,
discipline, and willpower. This
is an incredibly powerful tool
that allows you to constantly

keep learning about topics that
interest you. BOOKS YOU WANT TO
READ NEXT This is your go-to
resource to plan and jot down
titles you want to consume next
and taking notes! With this
"Never Ending Reading List"
keeping track of your future
book adventures was never
easier. Of course, you can do
this online as well, but it's
nice to have a paperback if you
can't get online. BOOKS YOU
HAVE READ AT A GLANCE Wouldn't
it be great to know what books
you read and when you read
them? In this section you can
easily memorialize the books
and their authors you have read
(but not reviewed in detail)
and never forget about them.
YOUR FAVORITE AUTHORS Finally,
a place to list your favorite
authors whose books you can
absolutely not wait to read.
This is for writers whose works
you always read, even if the
premise sounds weird or reviews
are bad.
A Book Lover's Journal

Routledge
Keep track of your reading
accomplishments with this easy-
to-use journal, specially
designed for book enthusiasts
and avid readers! My Reading
Journey provides the perfect
place for you to record your
reading experiences and reflect
on each book you complete. Each
page contains prompts that
guide you in capturing the
things that really matter. A
handy companion that supports
you in your passion and helps
draw forth ideation, reflection
and creativity. What's Inside:
Book Index: - 1-100 Book List
Book Entry Page: - Book
Profile, Date Started/Finished
- Why I read this book, Rating
- My Review - Plot or Character
Notes - Draw or describe your
favorite scene - Favorite
quote/s -
Thoughts/feelings/musings A
wonderful gift for Goodreads
users, voracious readers,
bookworms, writers, book club
members or those who'd rather
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be reading :) Add To Cart Today!

A Book Lover's Journal
Bloomsbury Publishing
A Book Lover's Journal:
Collect the books you have
read or want to read in your
own custom journal or make a
great gift. Record and review
in detail 120 of your
favorite books With special
dedication page at the
beginning Create your own,
custom index Motivational
checklists for reading 26 or
52 books in 52 weeks Special
section to record books you
want to read next A separated
section to record books you
have read Several pages to
note your favorite author A
log to checkmark books
bought, borrowed, lent, and
given Over 30 inspirational
quotes about books and
reading Flexible soft cover
and glossy finish Made with
the help of a creative book
lover's community! Pre-made

pocket-sized journal with soft
cover for passionate book
lovers, bloggers, readers and
reviewers. Now you can turn
your reading into an exciting
experience. Details: OPTIMAL
GIFT IDEA Whether you love
reading books as a hobby, you
blog about books or you are a
professional reviewer, with
"A Book Lover's Journal" you
can take your reading
adventure to the next level.
It also makes a great gift
for relatives, and friends.
SPACIOUS BOOK RECORD PAGES
120 pages for specific book
information provide plenty of
room to record details of
your fiction or non-fiction
work. Under the book title
you can record also
information about series,
author, genre, year, pages,
rating, date read, memorable
quotes including page number,
space for special vocabulary,
personal notes, and take away

ideas. This also helps when
you decide to write a proper
review and want to accurately
talk about how you felt about
it. You won't have to flip
through the book for every
single thing you want to
remember for the review. At
the bottom of the book detail
page you can mark where you
have reviewed the book
(Amazon, Goodreads,
Librarything or other) and
also rate the book. CREATIVE
& LOVELY Structured book
information meets creative
design: Art Nouveau
typography and William Morris
design elements on the yellow
cover enrich the journal
book. Over 30 inspirational
quotes about books and
reading further enhance the
user experience. Special
feature: Attractive
dedication page included
(ideal for gift giving or
sharing) CLEAR & CONCISE
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Clear structure and easy
orientation thanks to a table
of contents in the beginning
and individually designed
index pages. This allows you
to access your book
information at lightning
speed and you'll always find
what you are looking for.
LIFELONG LEARNING
Motivational checklists will
challenge you to read 26 or
(for the more ambitious) 52
books in a year. Expand your
reading life with optional
mini challenges which will
help to build internal
motivation, confidence, and
willpower. An incredibly
powerful tool that allows you
to constantly keep learning
about topics that interest
you. BOOKS YOU WANT TO READ
NEXT Your go-to resource to
plan and jot down titles you
want to consume next and
taking notes! With this
"Never Ending Reading List"

keeping track of your future
book adventures was never
easier. Of course, you can do
this online as well, but it's
nice to have a paperback if
you can't get online. BOOKS
YOU HAVE READ AT A GLANCE In
this section you can easily
memorialize the books and
their authors you have read
(but not reviewed in detail)
and never forget about them.
YOUR FAVORITE AUTHORS
Finally, a place to list your
favorite authors whose books
you can absolutely not wait
to read. BOOKS BOUGHT,
BORROWED, LENT, AND GIVEN
Record book title/author and
mark in a checklist if and
when you have it borrowed,
lent, or given. PICK UP YOUR
JOURNAL NOW!
Readers Make Leaders Presents
My Reading Diary Sourcebooks
A Book Lover's Journal
(8.5"x11"): Collect the books
you have read or want to read

in your own custom journal or
make a great gift. Record and
review in detail 120 of your
favorite books With special
dedication page at the
beginning Create your own,
custom index Motivational
checklists for reading 26 or
52 books in 52 weeks Special
section to record books you
want to read next A separated
section to record books you
have read Several pages to
note your favorite author A
log to checkmark books
bought, borrowed, lent, and
given Over 30 inspirational
quotes about books and
reading Flexible soft cover
and glossy finish Made with
the help of a creative book
lover's community! Extra-
large pre-made journal with
soft cover for passionate
book lovers, bloggers,
readers and reviewers. Now
you can turn your reading
into an exciting experience.
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Details: OPTIMAL GIFT IDEA
Whether you love reading
books as a hobby, you blog
about books or you are a
professional reviewer, with
"A Book Lover's Journal" you
can take your reading
adventure to the next level.
It also makes a great gift
for relatives, and friends.
SPACIOUS BOOK RECORD PAGES
120 pages for specific book
information provide plenty of
room to record details of
your fiction or non-fiction
work. Under the book title
you can record also
information about series,
author, genre, year, pages,
rating, date read, memorable
quotes including page number,
space for special vocabulary,
personal notes, and take away
ideas. This also helps when
you decide to write a proper
review and want to accurately
talk about how you felt about
it. You won't have to flip

through the book for every
single thing you want to
remember. At the bottom of
the book detail page you can
mark where you have reviewed
the book (Amazon, Goodreads,
Librarything or other) and
also rate the book. CREATIVE
& LOVELY Structured book
information meets creative
design: Minimal typography
and design elements on the
black white cover and inside
enrich the journal book. Over
30 inspirational quotes about
books and reading further
enhance the user experience.
Special feature: Attractive
dedication page included
(ideal for gift giving or
sharing) CLEAR & CONCISE
Clear structure and easy
orientation thanks to a table
of contents in the beginning
and individually designed
index pages. This allows you
to access your book
information at lightning

speed and you'll always find
what you are looking for.
LIFELONG LEARNING
Motivational checklists will
challenge you to read 26 or
(for the more ambitious) 52
books in a year. Expand your
reading life with optional
mini challenges which will
help to build internal
motivation, confidence, and
willpower. An incredibly
powerful tool that allows you
to constantly keep learning
about topics that interest
you. BOOKS YOU WANT TO READ
NEXT Your go-to resource to
plan and jot down titles you
want to consume next and
taking notes! With this
"Never Ending Reading List"
keeping track of your future
book adventures was never
easier. Of course, you can do
this online as well, but it's
nice to have a paperback if
you can't get online. BOOKS
YOU HAVE READ AT A GLANCE In
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this section you can easily
memorialize the books and
their authors you have read
(but not reviewed in detail)
and never forget about them.
YOUR FAVORITE AUTHORS
Finally, a place to list your
favorite authors whose books
you can absolutely not wait
to read. BOOKS BOUGHT,
BORROWED, LENT, AND GIVEN
Record book title/author and
mark in a checklist if and
when you have it borrowed,
lent, or given. PICK UP YOUR
BOOK LOVER'S JOURNAL NOW!
Igniting a Passion for
Reading Sourcebooks
Designed for passionate
readers, this guided journal
is for real book lovers who
want to track their reading
life. Perfect as a working
tool for book club members.
It comes with plenty of space
to write down the book title,
author, characters, plot
summary and memorable quotes

and more. You can record the
books you have lent or
borrowed as well as your
favorite books or your book
bucket list. With its
consecutively numbered
directory you can easily keep
tracking your book reading
passion. This generously
sized logbook (8x10") can be
also a perfect working tool
for bloggers, podcasters or
book sellers. Share it with
your book club or other book
lovers you know, a list of
questions to start a
discussion is included. The
beautifully designed glossy
soft cover makes it also the
perfect gift or present for
any occasion. - space for 100
numbered book reviews - a
numbered directory -
including title, author, plot
summary, characters and more
- detailed and overall
ratings - a book bucket list
- a list of your favorite

books - a list of books you
lent to or borrowed from - a
list of questions to discuss
with your book club - space
for notes - 220 pages on
quality paper
Read, Remember, Recommend
Independently Published
A collection of sixty classic and
contemporary essays, stories,
lists, poems, quotations, and
cartoons that celebrates the joys
of reading, the feeling of
spending hours browsing through a
bookstore, and the people for whom
buying books is a necessity.
Booklovers will find themselves in
good company within the pages of A
Passion for Books, beginning with
science-fiction great Ray
Bradbury's foreword and throughout
contributions like-- Umberto Eco's
How to Justify a Private Library,
dealing with the question everyone
with a sizable library is
inevitably asked: "Have you read
all these books?"; Gustave
Flaubert's Bibliomania, the tale
of a book collector so obsessed
with owning a book that he is
willing to kill to possess it; and
Anna Quindlen's How Reading
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Changed My Life, in which she
shares her optimistic view on the
role of reading and the future of
books in the computer age.
Interspersed throughout are
entertaining lists--Ten
Bestselling Books Rejected by
Publishers Twenty Times or More,
Norman Mailer's Ten Favorite
American Novels and many more--
plus select writings on
bookstores, book clubs, cartoons
about books and a specially
prepared "bibliobibliography" of
books about books. Whether you
consider yourself a bibliomaniac
or just someone who enjoys
reading, A Passion for Books will
provide you with a lifetime's
worth of entertaining,
informative, and pleasurable
reading on your favorite
subject--the love of books.

Workbook Journal for Book Club
Members Penguin
“Will make many readers smile
with recognition.”—The New
Yorker “Readaholics, meet your
new best friend.”—People “This
book is bliss.”—The Boston
Globe Sometimes subtle,
sometimes striking, the

interplay between our lives and
our books is the subject of
this unique memoir by well-
known publishing correspondent
and self-described “readaholic”
Sara Nelson. The project began
as an experiment with a simple
plan—fifty-two weeks, fifty-two
books—that fell apart in the
first week. It was then that
Sara realized the books chose
her as much as she chose them,
and the rewards and
frustrations they brought were
nothing she could plan for.
From Solzhenitsyn to Laura
Zigman, Catherine M. to Captain
Underpants, the result is a
personal chronicle of insight,
wit, and enough infectious
enthusiasm to make a passionate
reader out of anybody.
The Passionate Journey Mariner
Books
When teaching reading, American
classrooms often focus exclusively
on skills instruction. But how can
you teach the how without the why?
In his new book, Igniting a
Passion for Reading, Steve Layne
shows teachers how to develop

readers who are not only motivated
to read great books, but also love
reading in its own right. Packed
with practical ways to engage and
inspire readers from kindergarten
through high school, this book is
a must-have on every teacher’s
professional book shelf. Well-
known for his children’s books,
young adult novels, and keynote
speeches across the nation and
around the world, Steve, aka Dr.
Read, offers teachers everywhere a
plan for engaging even the most
reluctant reader. From read-alouds
to creating reading lounges to
author visits and so much more,
this book will help schools create
a vibrant reading culture. The
book also includes reminiscences
from many of today’s well-known
children’s and young adult
authors—Mem Fox, Sharon Draper,
Steven Kellogg, Candace Fleming,
Eric Rohman, Neal Shusterman, and
Joan Bauer—about the teacher who
ignited their passion for reading.
Written with humor, grace, and
poignancy, Igniting a Passion for
Reading will have a profound
effect on the teaching of reading
in our nation’s schools.
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A Book Lover's Journal R&L
Education
Motivating Teen and Preteen
Readers: How Teachers and
Parents Can Lead the Way
contains over 1,000 diverse,
original, fun, creative,
absurd, challenging questions
on reading that will inspire
adolescent reading lives from
the inside out. The four
books of questions contained
in this volume are designed
to help kids help themselves
find their ways to a desire
to read.
A Book Lover's Journal Taylor &
Francis
A Book Lover's Journal (8.5"x11"):
Collect the books you have read or
want to read in your own custom
journal or make a great gift.
Record and review in detail 120 of
your favorite books With special
dedication page at the beginning
Create your own, custom index
Motivational checklists for
reading 26 or 52 books in 52 weeks
Special section to record books
you want to read next A separated

section to record books you have
read Several pages to note your
favorite author A log to checkmark
books bought, borrowed, lent, and
given Over 30 inspirational quotes
about books and reading Flexible
soft cover and glossy finish Made
with the help of a creative book
lover's community! Extra-large pre-
made journal with soft cover for
passionate book lovers, bloggers,
readers and reviewers. Now you can
turn your reading into an exciting
experience. Details: OPTIMAL GIFT
IDEA Whether you love reading
books as a hobby, you blog about
books or you are a professional
reviewer, with "A Book Lover's
Journal" you can take your reading
adventure to the next level. It
also makes a great gift for
relatives, and friends. SPACIOUS
BOOK RECORD PAGES 120 pages for
specific book information provide
plenty of room to record details
of your fiction or non-fiction
work. Under the book title you can
record also information about
series, author, genre, year,
pages, rating, date read,
memorable quotes including page
number, space for special
vocabulary, personal notes, and

take away ideas. This also helps
when you decide to write a proper
review and want to accurately talk
about how you felt about it. You
won't have to flip through the
book for every single thing you
want to remember for the review.
At the bottom of the book detail
page you can mark where you have
reviewed the book (Amazon,
Goodreads, Librarything or other)
and also rate the book. CREATIVE &
LOVELY Structured book information
meets creative design: Romantic
typography and design elements on
the dark red cover and inside
enrich the journal book. Over 30
inspirational quotes about books
and reading further enhance the
user experience. Special feature:
Attractive dedication page
included (ideal for gift giving or
sharing) CLEAR & CONCISE Clear
structure and easy orientation
thanks to a table of contents in
the beginning and individually
designed index pages. This allows
you to access your book
information at lightning speed and
you'll always find what you are
looking for. LIFELONG LEARNING
Motivational checklists will
challenge you to read 26 or (for
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the more ambitious) 52 books in a
year. Expand your reading life
with optional mini challenges
which will help to build internal
motivation, confidence, and
willpower. An incredibly powerful
tool that allows you to constantly
keep learning about topics that
interest you. BOOKS YOU WANT TO
READ NEXT Your go-to resource to
plan and jot down titles you want
to consume next and taking notes!
With this "Never Ending Reading
List" keeping track of your future
book adventures was never easier.
Of course, you can do this online
as well, but it's nice to have a
paperback if you can't get online.
BOOKS YOU HAVE READ AT A GLANCE In
this section you can easily
memorialize the books and their
authors you have read (but not
reviewed in detail) and never
forget about them. YOUR FAVORITE
AUTHORS Finally, a place to list
your favorite authors whose books
you can absolutely not wait to
read. BOOKS BOUGHT, BORROWED,
LENT, AND GIVEN Record book
title/author and mark in a
checklist if and when you have it
borrowed, lent, or given. PICK UP
YOUR JOURNAL NOW!

About the Author Independently
Published
A Gentle Madness continues to
astound and delight readers
about the passion and expense a
collector is willing to make in
pursuit of the book. The book
captures that last moment in
time when collectors pursued
their passions in dusty
bookshops and street stalls,
high stakes auctions, and the
subterfuge worthy of a true
bibliomaniac. An adventure
among the afflicted, A Gentle
Madness is vividly anecdotal
and thoroughly researched.
Nicholas Basbanes brings an
investigative reporter's heart
to illuminate collectors past
and present in their pursuit of
bibliomania. A New York Times
Notable Book of the Year.
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